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Animal costumes have fascinated young minds for ages. Kids, who hero-worship some of the
popular cartoon or comic characters, often try to mimic them in real lives. Since these children come
across these animal characters in a hoard of entertainment-related avenues like videogames, comic
books, animated films, etc, they get emotionally attached with them. Hence, they find the charms of
wearing an animal costume, simply, irresistible.

Kigurumi is the latest fad that has won over these children these days. Kigurumi is a pyjama
costume that has been enthralling the Japanese children for quite some time. But with kigurumi UK,
this alluring animal costume has now travelled the oceans to titillate the kids of the United Kingdom.
These pyjama costumes come in a host of designs and sizes so as to suit the needs and desires of
every young one.

Features of kigurumi costumes: The word â€˜kigurumiâ€™, in Japanese, literally means a soft toy that can
be worn akin to a costume. Being made up of high quality polyester fleece, it is extremely
comfortable to wear. Unlike some of the modern day animal costumes that are made of inferior
fabric and are a tad discomforting, kigurumi animal costume has been designed keeping in mind the
comfort level that todayâ€™s child requires. These costumes are soft and thick but not suffocating. They
also come with longevity & durability and can be easily washed in washing machines. They are not
only long-lasting but also retain their sheen for a number of years.

When to wear them: Kigurumis have all the right ingredients for becoming a huge hit in fancy parties
and birthday bashes. If your child loves to hop into kidsâ€™ festivals, pyjama parties and fancy dress
competitions, then kigurumis are bound to appeal to his senses. Besides, since they have a very
high degree of comfort level, they can be worn even in everyday life, say, while going out for picnics
or outings or even at home.

Designs and range: Kids in UK are used to watching and reading Harry Potter stories, tales of
Narnia and superhero features. These stories introduce them to some fantasy creatures and
popular characters like dragons, phoenix, Batman, Felix the cat, etc. Kigurumi UK now allows these
kids to dress up as these characters and thus, to live their fanciful dreams.  The soaring popularity
of kigurumis has ensured that these are now widely available in a number of costume shops in UK.
Though, these specialized costumes have travelled from the Japanese shores, they are reasonably
priced and accessible to UK citizens at nearly the same price as to the Japanese people. They can
also be ordered online and your kid gets the opportunity to browse through a big list of animal
costumes ranging from the meek Meerkats to the ferocious crocodiles, the cute bears to the good-
looking lions, the black-and-white skunks to the Australian marsupials.

Kigurumi for adults: And finally, if you are an adult and were wishing to turn back the clock just to
slip into these cute kigurumi UK costumes, now you can fulfill that dire wish by buying yourself an
adult animal costume that kigurumi offers.
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For gathering more info about a kigurumi or about a kigurumi UK, and also about a animal costume,
please check out these links.
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